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2023 update

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending. This presentation will provide an update on certain projects at the West Point Treatment Plant.



Protecting public 
health and our 
environment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin, all our employees at King County’s Wastewater Treatment Division, or WTD, continuously strive to protect public health and the environment every day of the year. Our work ensures that when water is flushed down a pipe, it gets treated before reentering our environment. However, transporting and treating wastewater was not always the case.



Historical Context
Why West Point is where it is

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I cover some of the construction projects and operations at West Point, I want to provide some context about our wastewater system and why West Point is located where it is.



Turn of the 20th 
century:

• Seattle area growing rapidly
• Raw sewage being dumped in Lake Union, Lake 

Washington, and adjacent rivers
• Several disease outbreaks tied to contaminated water

King County Archives,
#W1-153

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1880, the population of King County was roughly 6,900 people. By 1910, it was a little more than 284,000. There was no formal wastewater treatment process during this time period. Waste was simply placed in the nearest waterway, polluting much of the lakes, rivers, and streams we enjoy today. Because of the growing population and increasing public health risk, Seattle began building a combined sewer system – where wastewater would be piped from homes and businesses through a pipe that would also collect rainwater from a storm. This reduced costs by building one set of pipes instead of two. The goal was to flush this combined wastewater into the Puget Sound, the largest body of water nearby where the wastewater would be diluted and drift out to sea. 



Study says 
beach area off 
Fort Lawton 
always has 
outflow north in 
1910s

The raw sewage plume from the 
outfall taken while the site is 
prepared for the construction of 
West Point. Metro King County Archives. Circa 1963.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A study commissioned by Reginald H. Thomson, the City of Seattle Engineer spearheading this combined sewer work, determine that a point off Elliott Bay near the Fort Lawton Army base was the best place to release Seattle’s wastewater. The point was determined to have a northern current a high and low tide, which would push wastewater out to the ocean rather than deeper into the Sound. The picture in the previous slide showed the original outfall called the Fort Lawton tunnel. It was completed in 1911 bringing Seattle’s wastewater to modern day North Beach at Discovery Park. The picture above shows the untreated wastewater plume below the site of what will become the West Point Treatment Plant.



Fast forward 
to the 1950’s

Voters approve the creation of a regional 
wastewater treatment system in 1958 – 
known as METRO
Leads to the construction of the West Point 
Treatment Plant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fast-forwarding to 1950, King County’s population had increased to 733,000 people. Waterways all around the county were still heavily polluted with wastewater that may or may not have been lightly “treated” by removing solids. This was because each municipality in the county had their own treatment standards and pipes.A community effort grew to establish a County-wide agency that would collect wastewater from each municipality and treat it before releasing it into the Puget sound instead of lakes and rivers. A measure passed on the voting ballot in 1958 to establish such an agency. This agency was called METRO – Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle. METRO would begin by creating two treatment plants: West Point in Seattle, and South Plant in Renton, to start collecting and treating wastewater throughout the whole County.



1966: West Point 
is operational, 
treating up to125 
million gallons of 
combined 
wastewater and 
stormwater

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
West Point’s location was selected because it could take advantage of the previously built infrastructure of the Fort Lawton tunnel that was already bringing most of Seattle’s wastewater to the Puget Sound. Additionally, the Army was looking to relinquish parts of the Fort Lawton Base because it was underused. This made it an easy decision for METRO. The agency wouldn’t need to purchase property near businesses or homes, keeping the plant away from community spaces. West Point was up and running by 1966, treating up to 125 million gallons of wastewater a day. However, unknown at the time, community space was going to come closer to West Point. (This is simplified down to be digestible. METRO initially received a 99 year lease – per KC archives. In 1964, the DoD looked to relinquish 85% of the Base but changed its mind in 1968 thinking it could be a good spot for anti-ballistic missile base. This led to the formation of the citizen-group Citizens for a Fort Lawton Park. The Park eventually happened and Metro received officially 32 acres in 1972 – HistoryLink.org/file/8772) In 1968, A Seattle Ballot measure passed to provide $3 million for the purchase of the rest of Fort Lawton from the Army. In 1970, Congress passed and President Nixon signed a bill allowing cities to acquire surplus federal land at no cost for park and recreational purposes. After a few years and when the United Indians of All Tribes Foundation and the City of Seattle were able to establish an agreement, Discovery Park was officially dedicated in 1973. If you would like to learn more about the Indigenous history of the Discovery Park and West Point area, plus the United Indians of All Tribes sit in protest, I recommend visiting the Daybreak Star Indian Cultural Center in Discovery Park. 



Clean Water Act 
requires West Point 
to upgrade to a 
secondary 
treatment process

Completed in 1995

• 95 percent of solids from wastewater must be 
removed

• Helps address local Combined Sewer 
Overflows (CSOs)

• Design fit expanded treatment facilities onto 32 
acres – most plants of West Point’s size are on 
80 acres or more.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While West Point was getting up and running and Discovery Park was being established, a wider environmental movement was taking place nationally. Initially, West Point only treated water to what we now refer to as Primary treatment, which means the removal of all suspended solids from wastewater. This includes sticks, rags, wipes, garbage, sand, grit, dirt, and human waste. The national environmental movement helped force the passage of the Clean Water Act which required better water quality standards. This meant that METRO had to upgrade its facilities to Secondary treatment – at least 95% of suspended solids are removed and the wastewater is disinfected.This was particularly challenging for the West Point Treatment Plant because of its restricted capacity to expand now that is surrounded by Discovery Park. WTD had to get creative – designing part of the upgraded facility to be underground to reduce how much the plant had to spread out. The Plant began treating wastewater to the secondary level in 1995. Which leads us to today. Metro also merged officially with the King County government and the wastewater treatment section officially became Wastewater Treatment Division within the King County Department of Natural Resources. 



West Point’s Capital Projects:

• Structural
• Mechanical
• Electrical

• Retrofitting
• Refurbishing
• Upgrading

Maintaining operations 24/7/365 with 25 active projects underway:
• 20 projects managed by the West Point Capital Program
• 7 projects in construction phase
• 2024 to be even busier – nearly 11 projects in active construction 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While equipment is continuously maintained, it has been roughly 30 years since West Point’s last had a major plant upgrade Some equipment has successfully been in service since the plant began primary treatment in 1966 and after nearly 70 years, it needs to be replaced. I will now discuss some of the current and near future projects taking place at the West Point Treatment plant that will help WTD continue to treat wastewater 24/7/365 to protect public health and the environment well into the ever-changing future.Now I would like to clarify our purpose tonight. Because these projects take place within the boundaries of West Point, mostly hidden from the community’s view, are highly technical in nature, and many are necessary upgrades to continue treatment, there is minimal opportunity for community input regarding many of the projects’ implementations. However, we are here to help you understand the current and future work happening at West Point and to listen to any concerns or comments you have regarding West Point. The WTD panelists and myself will do our best to answer your questions during the Question and Answer portion of tonight’s meeting. If we cannot answer your questions adequately, we will work to find the best answer and respond to it in our meeting summary that we will post publicly on West Point’s webpage in the coming months. 



1. Power Quality Improvement project
2. Intermediate Pump Station (IPS) 

Refurbishment
3. PE/RAS (Primary Effluent/ Raw 

Activated Sewage) pipe 
replacement and refurbishment

4. Instrument and Service Air 
replacement and refurbishment

5. Administration/Operations Center 
Seismic Upgrades

6. Passive Weir Replacement
7. Grit Classifier Replacement
8. Raw Sewage Pump (RSP) 

Replacement
9. Additional projects

Projects we 
will cover

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin, these are the projects I will discuss. I will cover their purpose, benefits, cost, and construction schedule. At the end, I will list additional projects happening at the plant.



Power Quality 
Improvement project
Purpose:
Provide plant equipment with stable 
power to reduce equipment 
shutoffs during power disruption 
events.
Benefits: 
• Reduced untreated overflows 

because of power disruptions.
• Seismically sound building 

prepped for future sustainability 
efforts and electrical upgrades.

Cost: 
$167.5 million
Schedule:
 2021 – 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the last 20 years a significant number of bypass events at West Point were caused by power issues.WA State Department of Ecology issued an Administrative Order in February 2021 to address these power quality issues.And King County Executive Dow Constantine declared an Emergency on February 25, 2021.He directed the WTD to quickly implement corrective actions to power quality and voltage sags to protect worker and public safety and reduce discharges of untreated wastewater into Puget Sound.A battery-based Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) was selected as best alternative for this project.An older, underutilized building was demolished this year, and a new building is nearing completion that will house large batteries and support equipment to improve power quality at West Point.The batteries and additional electrical equipment will begin arriving by the end of 2023. By the end of 2024, the system will be operational.



IPS Refurbishment

Purpose:
Refurbish three Intermediate Pumps 
that have been in constant use 
since installation in the 1990’s.
Benefits: 
• Extend useful life of pumps for at 

least another 20 years.
• Reduce chance of pump failure 

from wear, causing plant 
shutdown.

• Finished one year ahead of 
schedule, saving $5 million

Cost: 
$11.5 million
Schedule: 
2022 – 2024 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The three IPS pumps help move water throughout the Plant. The three pumps were installed when the plant upgraded to secondary treatment in the early to mid 1990’s – and have been in constant use since.Wear and tear on the pumps was increasing the likelihood of a pump failure. This could potentially cause the plant to shutdown and lead to an untreated bypass of wastewater.The first pump was refurbished in 2022. The project team and Plant staff were able to learn enough lessons from the first pump refurbishment that they were able to refurbish the second and third pump this summer in 2023. Originally, the project schedule was one pump refurbishment per summer, 2022 – 2024. Getting two pumps refurbished this summer saved $5 million.



PE/RAS pipe 
replacement and 
refurbishment
Purpose:
Replace and restore corroded pipes for 
Primary Effluent and Waste-Activated 
Sludge, replace flow meters, install new 
valves and improve seismic bracing.
Benefits: 
• Reduce possible pipe failure from 

corrosion
• Increase resiliency from natural 

disasters
• Easier maintenance on flow meters 

and associated equipment
Cost: 
$30.6 million
Schedule:
 2025 – 2027

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project will restore and replace the primary effluent and raw activated sludge pipes.The Project has been pushed back one year due to worksite space constraints from other projects.



Instrument and Service 
Air replacement and 
refurbishment
Purpose:
Replace equipment, parts, and pipes at 
the end of their useful life and refurbish 
additional equipment, parts, and pipes 
to extend their useful life.
Benefits: 
• Improve reliability
• Lower maintenance costs
• Workers safety
• Energy saving
• Increased service capacity
• Extends service life
Cost: 
$16.7 million
Schedule: 
2026 - 2027

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project will replace old parts and pipe pieces of the instrument and service air system.This increases the service life for 20 or more years.This project will be closely coordinated with the Raw Sewage Pump Replacement project, which we’ll talk about next.



RSP
Replacement

Purpose:
Replacement of four gas powered 
influent pumps with larger 
capacity, electrically powered 
pumps
Benefits: 
• Only three pumps required to 

treat at peak flow
• Reduced maintenance costs
• Higher reliability
• Seismic improvements
Cost: 
$221 million
Schedule: 
2024 – 2029

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Raw Sewage Pump replacement project will replace the four gas powered pumps that have been in service since West Point came online in 1966. These four pumps have met the end of their useful life.Currently, all four pumps need run to treat wastewater at West Point’s max flow. The new electric motors will be more efficient and powerful, only requiring three pumps to run to meet max flow. This keeps one pump in reserve in case there is an issue with another pump or allows a pump to be maintained without compromising operational flexibility.



Administration/Opera
tions Center Seismic 
Upgrades
Purpose:
Retrofit the 
administration/operations 
center building to improve 
seismic resiliency
Benefits: 
• Continue operations in 

case of seismic event
Cost: 
$17.3 million
Schedule: 
Late 2020’s – contingent 
factors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project will design and implement seismic retrofits (both structural and nonstructural) in accordance with current standards needed for the Administration Building where the Operations Center for the plant is located. The upgrades will allow immediate occupancy and continued operations after a seismic event. 



Passive Weir 
Replacement

Purpose:
Construct a passive weir along 
emergency bypass channel in 
case of gate failures to avoid 
flooding the plant
Benefits: 
• Prevent flooding at plant
• Reduce CSO events at Ballard 

Regulator and 3rd Ave West 
Weir

Cost: 
$10.8 million
Schedule: 
2024 – 2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project will plan, design, and construct a passive bypass weir on the Emergency Bypass Channel to protect the Plant from flooding in the event of a failure of the Emergency Bypass gate and all other gates in the Influent Control Structure (ICS). The project will also route the drainage pipeline of the Multi-Use Facility area into the Influent Control Structure for treatment. 



Grit Classifier 
Replacement

Purpose:
Replace and refurbish worn 
out equipment
Benefits: 
• Improved treatment 
• Protect plant equipment
Cost: 
$11.3 million
Schedule: 2024 – 2026

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The grit classifier equipment removes heavy inorganic materials, such as sand, gravel, and minerals from the wastewater flow during preliminary treatment. This project will plan, design, and implement all work necessary to replace or refurbish failing grit classifier equipment at West Point. It will also make any modifications to structural, mechanical, electrical, and process equipment to keep the grit classifier working well. This will improve treatment quality and protect plant equipment.



Additional 
Projects

Project Schedule Cost ($$millions$$) 

OGADS Replacement 2023 - 2024 $       32.9 

OGADS Media Replacement 2023 $         4.0 

OGADS VSA Refurbishment 2026 - 2027 $       23.0 

Primary Sedimentation Roofs 2021 - 2025 $       50.1 

LSG Piping Replacement 2021 - 2025 $       27.6 

Power Monitoring Upgrades 2022 - 2023 $         8.5 

PE & FE Flow Meters Replacement 2024 $         1.3 

UPS Replacement 2023 $         1.8 

Warning System Upgrade 2024 $         2.4 
Waste Gas Burner Control Plant 

Roofs 2024 $         0.4 
Maintenance Workshop 

Replacement 2025 $         4.6 

Site Cameras 2024 - 2025 $         1.6 

Fire Supression System 2024 $         2.1 

EPS Isolation Gate Rehabilitation 2025 - 2026 $       12.5 

Biogas Utilization Improvement 2026 - 2028 $       12.9 

Electrical Improvements 2026 - 2028 $     131.4 

Critical Gate Refurbishment 2026 - 2028 $     149.5 

$     466.6 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the additional projects underway at West Point. Many of these will wrap up late 2027 or early 2028 based on current forecasts. As you can see at the bottom, this is a significant investment into the treatment plant over the next decade. Including the costs of the other projects I discussed, the total is just over $1 billion.WTD is attempting to find alternative funding means for many of these projects to limit the impact these projects and other projects across the whole wastewater system would have on rates.



Operational 
Highlights

• NACWA Platinum 5
• OIT environmental Award
• Maintaining Operations with 

Construction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several highlights this year for West Point’s operations team. West Point received a Platinum Five Award from the National Association of Clean Water Agencies or NACWA. The award signifies five straight years of complete and consistent National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit compliance. This is the permit managed by Washington Department of Ecology that allows West Point to discharge wastewater into bodies of water.Additionally, WTD operations received NACWA’s 2023 National Environmental Achievement Award for its Operator-In-Training program – also known as OIT. OIT attempts to address the lack of trained operators by hiring and paying to train individuals to be operators. The award is for initiatives that have made a remarkable impact on environmental protection, the advancement of water sector, and the betterment of their communities.Close coordination between operations and project teams is critical to all of West Point’s project’s being completed efficiently and safely. As mentioned earlier, West Point must operate 24/7/365 in a confined footprint. This leaves little room for contractors and plant staff to complete their tasks. Plant staff have had to continue to operate and maintain equipment around the plant while assisting and working around the construction projects. Which leads us to some of the challenges.



• Inflation
• Supply
• Knowledge
• Space

Challenges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inflation has not only impacted all of our personal wallets, it has also impact the costs of completing large infrastructure projects. Many WTD projects were planned prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic and are now finally able to be implemented. Unfortunately, the delay and the impact of the pandemic has driven the cost of goods and services up.Another related impact is the lead-time for parts and equipment. Lead time is the amount of time it takes from a part being order to it being delivered. Prior to the Pandemic, lead times typically ranged from weeks to months. Now lead times range from months to potentially years. This has required project teams and West Point staff to adjust and look farther ahead to plan purchases for projects and equipment.Industry Knowledge has also been hard to come by. Many skilled trades people are retiring and there aren’t enough new tradespeople to replace them. This has led to a loss of institutional knowledge and contractors who know some of West Point’s older systems. Making it challenging to refurbish or maintain equipment if there is not a manufacturer or skilled crew available to install it. This has caused the Plant to transition to different systems before we would like to ensure we will have parts available in the future for maintenance.Lastly, because of the loss of project progress during the pandemic, the timelines for many projects overlap. I mentioned early how West Point is within a confined footprint. This confined space has required extremely close coordination between project teams to ensure safety and efficiency. West Point is pursuing a General Contractor/ Construction Manager contract where one contractor would be in- charge of multiple projects. This will help reduce the amount of space that different contractors require and create closer coordination between project teams and construction crews. Furthermore, West Point has started a Capital Program for the Plant’s projects where a program manager helps oversee and coordinate several project teams to find synergies, efficiencies, and improve communication and coordination. The program is well into its second year and has proven effective. Other WTD Operations will be adopting similar capital programs in the coming year. *I can delete if we don’t wish to mention these. I included this slide to make the public aware of issues we are managing to be more transparent.



Regulatory 
Obligations

A few of our 
regulatory agencies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WTD continues to collaborate closely with our regulatory agencies about the best ways to improve our region’s water and air quality. Our Resource Recovery and Public Affairs team strive to find the best technologies and advocate for the best policies that strike a balance between improving our regions waters and air, and limiting our rate increases for our rate payers.*I can delete this if we don’t even want to address it.



If you have a 
comment or concern, 

you can always 
contact us

Community 
Engagement

• West Point’s 24-hour hotline for reporting 
emergencies and odors:

206-263-3801

• West Point Community Relations Planner:
Ryan Harlow
206-848-8014

rharlow@kingcounty.gov

• Subscribe to the West Point Newsletter:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because all of these project take place behind the walls of West Point, are necessary for continued operations of treating wastewater, and space and time are incredibly limited, there are only a few opportunities for community members and organizations to Our goal at WTD is to always inform the community of any potential impacts a project will have in their daily life. Fortunately, because all of these projects take place behind the walls of West Point. The impacts are reduced. A few potential impacts are increased truck and vehicle traffic to bring materials and workers to the plant, Siting of cranes and taller equipment to place materials on rooftops, an occasional and localized increase in odors near the plant while certain project work is being completed, and occasional early morning lighting while certain project work is being completed before daylight hours – such as the slab pour for the power quality building that took place in March and April of 2023.My commitment to the community as the West Point community relations planner is to respond to you within 24 – hours, Monday – Friday, and have any issue resolved within 72-hours if possible.If you are a member of an organization and would like a briefing on West Point Projects or West Point operations, please reach out and we can schedule one. We are currently not providing public tours of West Point because of the large amount of construction. If you scan the QR code on this page it will take you to a West Point webpage where you can subscribe to the West Point Newsletter to learn the latest project and operations updates. Plus, my contact info and West Point’s emergency hotline number are listed on the page too.



Thank you

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to thank you for attending this presentation and giving us your time and energy.
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